
 

 

 

Your Complete Life & Horoscope Or 

Kundli & Dasha Predictions & Analysis-

Report 

  

Dear ABC: 



A. Your Birth Chart & Other Details:  

 

ServiceName 

Your Complete Life & Horoscope Or Kundli Analysis & 

Predictions-Report   

 

email id  

xyz@yahoo.com 

Month of birth 

12 

dob 

21 

year of birth 

1964 

time of birth 

2.25 

first name 

abc 

middle name 

x 

last name 

y 

minutes of birth 

15 

hour of birth 

15 

place of birth 

NOIDA 

country 

India 

mailto:xyz@yahoo.com


 
myTextBox value is = Would  Initiative or own  

business would suit me? 

 



B. ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF HOUSES Or 

BHAVAs[HOUSES]:  

· FIRST HOUSE [UDAYA/TANU BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

personality, looks, attitude, temperament and basic 

strength of your horoscope. 

You could have a strong ego – engaged in variety of pursuits 

You could be wealthy- and live away from birth place 

You could be fond of colourful clothes and jewellery 

You could have an expressive nature and we graceful 

You could have a desire for  spiritual liberation and be honest 

Also 

You are a happy and friendly person 

You are a person who could be easily contented 

You are good at speech and controlled 

You are religiously inclined and may lead a simple life 

You might have trouble in marriage- better for woman 

You have good writing and publishing skills 

You could have fickle and indecisive nature 

 

As Lagn’s Lord is in Bandhu Bhava, the you could be endowed 

with paternal and 

 maternal happiness, could be have many brothers, be lustful, 

virtuous and charming. 

 

. You could be lovers of art 

. You may enjoy travel 



. You may also enjoy socializing 

. You would retain the vigour of your youth 

· SECOND HOUSE [DHANA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

family life, speech, thinking patters and accumulation 

of wealth, success in investments, income source and 

general level of affluence.  

As Dhan’s Lord is in Sahaj Bhava, the you could be valorous, 

wise, virtuous, 

. You may have to be more truthful 

. You will have to work harder for domestic happiness 

. less chances of inheriting paternal property 

. You will make some mark in life 

· THIRD HOUSE [SHOURYA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

initiative, courage, competition, communications 

ability, siblings, friends and other associates. 

 

As Sahaj’s Lord is in Vyaya, the you should avoid  any  

spending  on evil deeds, could 

 

With Venus in the Third House the areas of life where you are 

most likely to express your social, romantic and artistic 

qualities are through an intellectual appreciation of art, cultural 

pursuits and literature - you are able to communicate scholarly 

appraisal of these subjects orally or in writing. Romantic 

contacts are usually from within the local environment close to 

home, although many romantic short trips are undertaken for 

pleasure. Good companionship is as equally important as 



romance and you prefer an intellectual, communicative, and 

witty partner. Once smitten, you are capable of sustained 

friendship and devotion.  

 

 

. Generally have good brothers and sisters 

. You could be bold  

. You have the capacity to bear troubles 

. You may have less travel. 

. You have to control revengeful spirit 

.  

· FOURTH HOUSE [SUKHA/MATRU BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

parents, domestic harmony and the level of happiness 

in life. 

 

As Bandhu’s Lord is in Randhr Bhava, the you could be devoid 

of domestic and other comforts,  

 

With the Sun in the Fourth House, your personality drive will 

find expression mainly in family, home, land, and property 

concerns. Security is your main preoccupation, and this will be 

sought and fought for to ensure complete self-reliance. Thus, 

your later life should be less difficult than the early years. 

There may be an inheritance of some kind through your 

parents. Inner experiences will also be important to you, 

because security and self reliance require personality 

integration at the psychological level - a very difficult task and 

completed only after much blood, sweat and tears. 



 

Also 

Your mental and communicative abilities will largely be applied 

to your domestic and private life, and issues relating to home 

and family. Intellectual interests, further education and general 

studies are carried out within the home environment. It is 

probable that your work or career is also home based. 

. Good for mother 

. The mother’s health could be a concern 

. You would have conveyance 

. You at least have a possibility to  get a decent 

education. 

. You may have large circle of friends 

. You may have your own land. 

. There is a possibility of losing one’s land. 

· FIFTH HOUSE [ATMAJA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

children, status and creative powers.  

The lord if in 6th , so one may have trouble in having 

kids. 

. You are intelligent 

. Avoid getting mislead by others 

. Any kind of negative thoughts need to be rejected 

. Due to your previous good karma- your kids would be 

good 

. You could also be very creative  

· SIXTH HOUSE [VIGHNA BHAVA]:  



· This house basically covers matters related to your 

enemies, health problems, debts, obstructions and 

service to others. 

As per classics. 

As Ari’s Lord is in Ari Bhava, the you could be have enmity with 

the group of his kinsmen, but be friendly to others and could 

be enjoy mediocre happiness in matters, like wealth. 

. You may try to steer clear of debts 

. Disease would be less 

. You will have also protection from ill health 

· SEVENTH HOUSE [KALATRA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

marriage, partnerships and all other relationships.  

As Yuvati’s Lord is in Randhr Bhava, the you could be deprived 

of marital happiness. Your spouse  could be troubled by health 

issues , be devoid of good disposition and could be not obey 

the you. 

. You may marry well 

. You may still have lot of unhappiness 

. This could be caused by want of understanding 

. Your spouse’s health could be affected 

. You could be highly towards passion 

· EIGHTH HOUSE [GUHYA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to 

unknown or hidden or suspicious issues, unearned 

wealth, sudden losses of wealth and also property and 

luck. 

Try to do good karma now. 



Health issues could be there. 

. You may live long 

. You would pass through troubles easily 

· NINTH HOUSE [DHARMA/BHAGYA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

level of luck, length of marital life, interest in religion & 

spirituality and level of morality.  

 

As Dharm’s Lord is in Sahaj Bhava, the you could be endowed 

with fraternal bliss, be wealthy, virtuous and charming. 

There is a need for higher knowledge and a more expansive 

way of life. A light-hearted, mainly superficial attitude to 

events will eventually change into a genuine interest for 

investigating more profound issues - such as philosophy, 

religion, and science and fringe metaphysical subjects. Travel 

may also be a feature. 

. You may in general not inherit parental property 

. More chance of losing it 

.  

· TENTH HOUSE [AGNYA/KARMA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

career, your Karma & the kind of deeds, your authority 

and name.  

As Karma’s Lord is in Bandhu Bhava, the you could be happy, 

be always interested in his mother’s welfare, could be Lord 

over conveyances, lands and houses, and be virtuous and 

wealthy 

. You could hold a high position or a position of 

responsibility in life 



. The inclinations towards religion might be less 

. You normally would think well of others. 

· ELEVENTH HOUSE [LABHA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

gains and inflows from various sources.  

 

As Labh’s Lord is in Labh Bhava, the you could be gain in 

undertakings, while his learning and happiness could be on the 

increase but bad as well as moon is very weak. 

BONUS;shiva chalisa. 

 

As Karma’s Lord is in Bandhu Bhava, the you could be happy, 

be always interested in his mother’s welfare, could be Lord 

over conveyances, lands and houses, be virtuous and wealthy 

With the Moon in the Eleventh House your feeling and 

instinctive nature will find expression through emotional 

involvement with group activities, friends, clubs, societies or 

associations. Your day-to-day response to circumstance is 

strongly conditioned by current friendships and social 

commitment. Companionship and group activities are 

important for your general emotional well-being. 

 

. You will in general earn well in life 

. The chances of lottery and windfall is always there 

· TWELFTH HOUSE [VYAYA/ANTYA BHAVA].  

· This house basically covers matters related to sexual 

desires  

& their fulfilment, losses, expenses, travels to other 

countries and events beyond your control. 



As Vyaya’s Lord is in Bandhu Bhava, the you could be devoid of 

happiness  in venus period and could be day by day accrue 

losses with respect to lands, conveyances and houses in venus 

period. 

 

With Mars in the Twelfth House you are likely to exert your 

energy and initiative in secret or secluded work or some form 

of social or humanitarian activities. You have an inherent 

sympathy for, and empathy with, other people and a desire to 

work for the good of others. Your refined and sensitive nature 

is well-suited to artistic, creative and imaginative endeavour - 

such as religious and spiritual work, music, romantic literature 

or cultural projects. Energy levels can fluctuate day-to-day, 

much depends on your emotional state of mind. Frequent 

periods of quiet and solitude are necessary in order to recharge 

your energies. On occasion you can be devious, escapist, 

evasive, gloomy, indolent, changeable, irresolute, indecisive 

and inclined towards self-deception. 

. You may not be able to enjoy life to that extent 

. Though you may have ample of money 

 

C. ANALYSIS OF FUTURE EVENTS DURING THE 

PERIODS OF VIOMSOTTORI DASA:  

This part talks of events in the broad time frame of the 

main periods [dashas].  

 

BREAK DOWN OF THE VARIOUS PERIODS: 

THE BREAKDOWN OF REMAINING PERIODS ARE:  

C.2:  

PERIOD WISE ANALYSIS OF FUTURE EVENTS:  



VENUS  main Period till 18/ 7/31 

 

Year 2017 means restrategzing and more introspection. 

But 2018 means more work, and so is 2027 a good 

year and 2025 good year for material growth. 

 

2020/2021 could be hard years over all. 

2024 good for family. 

  

· CAREER: 

· Job will remain fairly stable 

· You could get a comfort feeling on the job front at this 

time 

· Your responsibilities level would increase at this time 

· Your responsibilities at home would also increase- 

affecting your focus on the job 

· Your interactions with female employees could 

improve 

 

· FINANCE: 

· Relatively Good income from job  

· You will be more careful and alert about saving. 

· Social expenses would be more. 

· Savings and investments would get much better now. 

 



· LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

· Some of your old associations may come up once 

again. 

· If you want you can look at these for renewal or 

repair. 

· You will be able to have a generally better time with 

your lady friends. 

· Sex life will improve 

· You will tentatively consider taking yourself away 

from this form of social mixing. As you may ·  prefer to 

stay within yourself. 

· CHILDREN: 

· Children would do better on artistic pursuits and 

paintings 

. The improvement on family environment would also 

help their growth 

. Their confidence levels could soar at this time 

· The home would reflect beauty in general 

· HEALTH: 

· Stable health in general. 

· But all functional ailments remain. 

· Cold and cough , plus special care for  sexual organs. 

 

 

 

SUN Main Period till 18/ 7/37 



Sun is strong in 4th and rules 12th, so change of place 

would be there. 

That’s is you may go away far away from wherever you 

are now. 

Gains in status could be there 

2035 could be a bit hard. 

But 2036 and 2033  and 2031 could bring in great fun 

and gains for you. 

2032 could also men travel and going for education. 

. CAREER: 

. You could become very assertive in your attitude this 

period of time 

.Good time to start new ventures and things. 

.  Good time to get recognition for the same 

. You may have aggressive targets to achieve 

. Possibility of disputes with colleagues due to ego 

problems 

.Avoid domination and self cantered approach  

.You may get some honour for your work in this time. 

. FINANCE: 

.  New growth in this direction is  possible  

. Take care while lending money to others. 

. Not a very good time to invest in new shares 

. Health expenses could be there 

. LOVE LIFE & MARITAL LIFE: 



. Good time to start a new relationship 

.Respect others person’s individuality for best results 

. New relationship may happen on its own. 

. Disputes due to conflict of ego possible 

.  Possibility to get involved with a prominent person. 

.Gain in position would help to substantiate new 

relationships 

.Your relationship might come into prominence at this 

time 

.Use of wit would help you to build up better 

relationship 

. HEALTH: 

. Health problems would be there , special care of blood 

pressure and eye’s to be taken 

.Any exercise that aids circulation is helpful 

. You can overcome your health problems by regular 

exercise and yoga. 

.Doing Suryanamaskars would be of great help to you 

at this time 

 

MOON Main Period or dasha till 18/ 7/47 

 

This period could keep you a bit mentally stressed out. 

Lot of travel could be there and yes mental stress. 

2047- could be an year of proving 

2045/2042 means good time for money and business 



2044 is a karmic year for you and you have to be 

careful about the same. 

. CAREER: 

. Expect more of travelling this time 

. You could experience some instability during this 

time. 

. This should not cause you worry at this time 

. You may form lot of dreams about your career at this 

time 

. Try to maintain good relationships with female 

employees at this time.  

. Professional growth will come by doing the right kind 

of cooperation 

. FINANCE: 

. This period finances could be changeable 

. Flow of money needs to be controlled  

. But during this period you will unable to control your 

expenditures. 

. Avoid  lending money others up to this period. 

. LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

. During this you may face some  ups and down in 

personal relationships 

. Try to be as caring and sensitive   

. But you will have much family support in this time. 

. Silence and forgiveness will best option for you for 

better life. 



.  Hypersensitivity needs to be controlled 

.Avoid getting carried away by emotion only at this 

time 

. CHILDREN: 

. Beneficial for physical and mental growth. 

. But you should conscious about is health. 

. Need for every precaution. 

. HEALTH: 

. There is a some  possibility of falling ill. 

. Ailments to do with cold(Kapha) are possible.  

. So do regular exercises to maintain health 

 

MARS Main Period Or Dasha till 18/ 7/54 

Mars is very strong but rules 8/3. 

So avoid fights and other issues now. 

Unexpected events might come up. 

Take care of longevity. 

Prayer to lord would help. 

2055 and 2046 could be hard year from health. 

. CAREER: 

.  You would feel more motivated to work towards your 

career. 

.Expect new ideas and new zeal in your career 

. Ensure that your enthusiasm about this zeal does not 

lead to any fights or conflicts in this period. 



. You may execute your plans with courage. 

. Avoid quarrels in this time 

. Whenever you face any problems in professional life 

then you can solve it support of superiors or elders. 

. FINANCE: 

. Growth in financial condition will be good  

. You could expect more money getting generated 

. Otherwise you may face some losses and money. 

. LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

. Many new relationships may start due to passion and 

energy 

. you may feel the passion and zest for the relationship 

in the entire period 

. Avoid quarrels creeping in- by controlling aggression 

.Forgiveness is the mantra for this period 

. CHILDREN: 

. They could get more involved in energy requiring 

sports 

.  They may responds well physically and mentally to 

situations  

. HEALTH: 

. Make prone to Blood related disorders 

.  Avoid being Short tempered at this time 

. Required the hygienic food and water. 

 



D. Analysis of Your Query  

Would  Initiative or own  business would suit me? 

Jupiter rules the house of initiatives and your 

ascendant is venus. 

Jupiter is retroagte in 7th. 

So clearly suggest good gains in job to to do with 

training, teaching or religion or social service of any 

Kind or NGO. 

As the Jupiter energy is reversed- you have to be 

careful of your partnerships. 

Else as Jupiter is in the Kendra you are bound to win. 

 

Please also refer to 3rd house above in the report for 

details. Also refer to current maha dasha to know what 

is happening now. 

E) Upayas That could Help You: 

Wearing 5-6 rattis pukhraj (in gold to be worn in index finger 
on Thursday) would be very 

 good help in education.  

 

 Offering service to one’s Guru/teachers 
 Prayer every morning 
 Offer banana pieces to birds 
 Offer bundi laddue to birds. 
 

Also 

 

 Could chant shiva sahastraanam 



 Do rudra-abhishek by  trained person 

 

RECOMMENDED GEMSTONES: 

(A). Emerald:  

This stone will give you professional success and 

stability, power & position, honor, good social activity, 

and reward by work. 

(B). YELLOW SAPPHIRE:  

This stone will give you good health for self and family, 

better relationship with allObstructions would be 

reduced. 


